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Energy Conservation & Community Planning
by Karen Popek Hart, AICP

oil, 23 percent from coal, and 23 percent
from natural gas.4

over half of all energy, their impact on
our communities (in terms of jobs and
taxes), and on our environment (in
terms of resources consumed and pollu-
tants generated), is huge. The good news
is that businesses tend to be oriented to
the bottom line, so incentives to save on
energy costs are also powerful.

Our cars: Transportation is second
only to industry in energy use. It is also
the largest consumer of petroleum, with
97 percent of the U.S. transportation sec-
tor dependent on petroleum fuel. Per
capita, we use more energy for trans-
portation than citizens of any other
industrialized country, with transporta-
tion accounting for a growing proportion
of our total energy use. 

In Washington State, for example,
energy consumption per capita for trans-
portation rose 43 percent between 1970
and 1993, while total energy consump-
tion per capita for all uses remained rela-
tively level.6 The average passenger car
consumes about 514 gallons/year (while
the average SUV consumes 778 gallons/
year).7

Since the purpose of transportation is
to transfer people and material between
other land uses, it is not possible to talk
about land use and energy without con-
sidering transportation.

Our homes: Consider that, on an
annual basis, the average detached sin-
gle-family residence of 2.7 persons per
household uses about 107 million BTU.8

Consider also that the average size of a

Energy hogs. Wasteful con-
sumers. Fossil fuel junkies. None
of us likes to be called names,
but as a nation, we deserve them. 
The aggregate statistics are dramatic:

• U.S. energy consumption is more
than 339 million BTU per capita (with
Canadian consumption at 418 million).1

Contrast this to average worldwide con-
sumption of slightly more than 50 mil-
lion BTU per capita. Even compared to
other developed countries, the U.S. and
Canada are very heavy energy con-
sumers.

• In the 20 year period from 1983 to
2003, U.S. domestic petroleum produc-
tion decreased nearly 30 percent, while
U.S. petroleum consumption increased
by 180 percent.2

• Total energy use in the U.S. contin-
ues to steadily grow, though the per capi-
ta growth rate has leveled off.

• While the U.S. represents only 
five percent of the world’s population, 
it consumes 35 percent of its energy 
and generates about 24 percent of 
global energy-related carbon dioxide
emissions.3

• Approximately 86 percent of the
energy Americans use comes from non-
renewable fossil fuels: 40 percent from

1 U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA),
International Energy Annual 2002, Table E.1c World
Per Capita Total Primary Energy Consumption. The
British Thermal Unit (BTU) is a standard measure of
heat energy, representing the amount needed to raise
the temperature of one pound of water by one degree
Fahrenheit.

2 In 1983, U.S. domestic petroleum production stood
at 20.6 quadrillion BTU, falling to 14.5 quadrillion
BTU in 2003. In contrast, U.S. petroleum consump-
tion rose from 30.1 quadrillion BTU in 1983 to 84.3
quadrillion BTU in 2003. EIA, “Energy Consumption
by Source, 1949-2003,” Table 1.3; EIA, Annual Energy
Outlook 2005 (early release), “Energy Production by
Fuel, 1970-2025.”

3 EIA, Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in the United
States 2003 (released Dec. 2004). According to the
report, U.S. emissions constitute 49 percent of emis-
sions from all industrialized countries.
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U.S. Energy Consumption, 1949-2003 (in qua-
drillion BTU). Source: U.S. Energy Information
Administration.

4 EIA, “Energy Consumption by Source, 1949-2003,”
Table 1.3.

5 EIA, “Energy Consumption Estimates by Source
and End-Use Sector 2001,” Table S1.

6 According to data from the Washington Dept. of
Community, Trade, & Economic Development, this
reflected an increase (in the transportation sector)
from 85 to 112 million BTU/per capita. Looked at
another way, in 1970 energy use for transportation
represented 38 percent of total energy use; in 1993,
over 51 percent. As the Department noted, “Most of
the increase occurred in transportation fuels, as com-
munities began to sprawl and Washingtonians drove
more and more miles per year.”

7 EIA, Household Vehicles Energy Consumption, 1994
Report (released: Aug. 1997; this is the most recent
data available from the EIA).

Per Capita Energy Consumption, 2001 (in million
BTU). Source: U.S. EIA.

LAND USE MATTERS

What, exactly, consumes all this ener-
gy? The short answer is: our businesses,
our cars, and our homes. The industrial
sector uses 39 percent of total energy, fol-
lowed by the transportation sector at 27
percent, the residential sector at 19 per-
cent, and the commercial sector at 15
percent.5

Our businesses: Because the industri-
al and commercial sectors together use



From the Editor

Energy Independence
Few would dispute that our nation’s

growing dependence on imported oil is
not smart. 

Three-time Pulitzer Prize winning
journalist Thomas Friedman recently
observed: “You give me an America that is
energy-independent and I will give you
sharply reduced oil revenues for the worst
governments in the world. ... deprive these
regimes of the huge oil windfalls on which
they depend and you will force them to
reform by having to tap their people
instead of oil wells.”1

A crash effort to achieve energy inde-
pendence, Friedman notes, would also
have a huge impact on global warming
and would “galvanize ... every American
kid, in every school” around the vision of
an energy-independent America.

Perhaps it’s time for us, as planning
commissioners and concerned citizens, to
step up to the plate – at the local level –
and see what each of us can do to move
our communities closer to energy inde-
pendence.

On the next several pages, you’ll see
how cities and towns are taking steps to
reduce energy consumption (and save dol-
lars as well).
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1 Thomas L. Friedman, “Fly Me to the Moon,” The
New York Times, Dec. 5, 2004.

Geographer Susan Owens, in her
book Energy Planning and Urban Form,
similarly notes that “the single most
important factor affecting the relation-
ship of urban form and transport energy
requirements is the physical separation
of activities, determined by both density
and the interspersion of land uses.” In
other words, how densely we build, and
the degree to which land uses are inter-
mixed (so energy costs can be reduced),
determines what our communities look
like and how much energy they use. 

Energy costs are reduced when land
uses are sited more compactly. Energy is
also lost in transmission, so the longer
the distance energy has to travel, the
more expensive its true cost. In most
parts of the country, however, utilities
charge the “average unit price,” mean-
ing customers pay the same price per
unit of power regardless of the true cost
of their service, thereby subsidizing dis-
persed development.13

How we design and build new devel-
opments also has major energy impacts.
There are many aspects of a develop-
ment’s design that can help reduce ener-
gy consumption, often by enabling less
auto use. To cite just a few examples:
• providing sidewalks for bicyclists and
pedestrians.
• increasing street interconnectivity
(which reduces average driving dis-
tances).
• encouraging mixed use projects.
• building at densities that support pub-
lic transit use (estimates vary from a
minimum of 6 to 20 units per acre,
depending on the community).

Generally speaking, higher densities
also yield reduced per capita infrastruc-
ture needs – for roads, power and
telecommunications lines, water, and
sewer. This, in turn, results in lower
energy requirements since less infra-
structure needs to be manufactured,

The McNeil Generating Plant in Burlington,
Vermont, consumes about 76 tons of wood per
hour and generates 50 megawatts of electricity.
On an annual basis, the wood used is the equiv-
alent of 360,000 barrels of imported oil. Using
wood as a fuel source also helps support the
state’s forestry industry.
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new house has steadily increased, going
from 1,645 square feet in 1975 to 2,225
in 1999.9

The U.S. Energy Information Admin-
istration predicts that demand for home
energy will increase by an average of 0.9
percent/year over the next twenty years,
as more use is made of computers, appli-
ances, and other energy consuming
devices.10 

WHERE AND HOW
WE BUILD MATTERS

Between 1982 and 1997 the U.S.
population grew by about 17 percent.
During the same period, the amount of
land consumed for urban development
increased by 47 percent.11 Americans
continue to spread themselves more
thinly across the landscape. The results
of these individual locational decisions
are quantifiable by increased infrastruc-
ture costs to serve spread-out develop-
ment, and by the increased amount of
energy needed for transportation, com-
munity services, and buildings.

Reasonable people can disagree
about the degree to which sprawl has
been facilitated by the automobile, but it
is clear that automobile travel has
increased substantially over the past
decades, far outpacing population
growth. In fact, from 1980 to 1997,
vehicle miles traveled (VMT, in traffic
engineer jargon) grew by 63 percent,
nearly three times the rate of population
growth. The U.S. EPA reports that more
than 60 percent of the increase in VMT
has been due to an increasingly dis-
persed, low-density pattern of land
development and “the fact that jobs and
housing have become increasingly seg-
regated from one another”12

8 EIA, Residential Energy Consumption Surveys 2001,
“Total Energy Consumption and Expenditures by
Household Member,” Table CE1-6.1u.

9 U.S. Census Bureau, Characteristics of New Hous-
ing, Table 16.

10 EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2005 (early release).

11 William Fulton et al, Who Sprawls Most? How
Growth Patterns Differ Across the U. S. (The Brook-
ings Institution, 2001).

12 U. S. EPA., Our Built and Natural Environments: A
Technical Review of the Interactions between Land Use,
Transportation, and Environmental Quality (2001).
The report points to a 36 percent increase in the
average length of work trips between 1983 and 1995.

13 The U.S. Congress’ Office of Technology Assess-
ment has reported that: “The pricing of public and
private utilities ... understates the costs of providing
services to suburban and exurban residents ... fringe
suburban and exurban development is subsidized,
largely because utility and other services are provid-
ed on an average cost basis.” The Technological
Reshaping of Metropolitan America (1995).

continued on next page
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installed, and maintained.14

Neighborhood design standards, pat-
terned after the increasingly popular
LEED® Green Building Rating System,
are being developed by the U.S. Green
Building Council, in partnership with
the Natural Resources Defense Council
and the Congress for the New Urbanism.
Known as “LEED-ND” (the ND standing
for neighborhood design), the new stan-
dards will be used to certify “smart”
developments – similar to the way in
which LEED certification is currently
available for individual buildings. 

Energy savings will be a key compo-
nent of LEED-ND. Criteria will focus, in
part, on design features which reduce
automobile dependence, and on loca-
tional factors, such as the proximity of

proposed developments to existing infra-
structure. Once LEED-ND is available
(most likely in 2006), local governments
may want to consider incorporating
incentives or requirements into their
ordinances to encourage developers to
meet or exceed these standards.

In addition to improved neighbor-
hood design standards, communities
may want to adopt specific site design
strategies to encourage new development
to take better advantage of solar orienta-
tion, wind direction, topography, estab-
lished vegetation, and other factors that
can lower energy usage. In commercial
buildings, for example, space heating,
cooling, and ventilation typically
accounts for about 42 percent of energy
use – areas in which energy-efficient
design can have a great impact.15 Local
codes and ordinances that take into
account energy efficiency standards 
will become increasingly important to 
communities in the future.

Local governments across the country
are taking steps to understand, and
reduce, their energy consumption. The
following examples show just some of
the approaches being taken:

Ann Arbor, Michigan (population
114,000) hired an energy coordinator
several years ago to work with various
departments to reduce the city’s energy
costs. The city council also appointed an
energy commission, made up of citizens
and technical experts. Through their
educational efforts, successful grant-
writing, and pilot projects, the city has
made great strides in reducing its energy
consumption and related costs. 

Projects have included: synchronizing
traffic signals to reduce idling and
improve air quality; replacing pedestrian
walk signal lights with light-emitting
diodes (LED) to reduce energy costs and
lengthen light life; and automating utility
controls at the water and waste water
treatment plants to better monitor proces-
ses and reduce the need for chemicals.

Ann Arbor recently adopted a “Green
Fleets” program designed to reduce the
impacts of fuel use on public health and
the environment. Key goals of the pro-
gram include: (1) creating a Green Fleets

Outdoor Lighting
Communities can gain signifi-
cant energy savings through

more efficient outdoor lighting. Moreover,
you don’t need to be a big city to achieve
this. For example, the small Idaho moun-
tain towns of Ketchum (population 3,873)
and Hailey (population 6,200) have adopt-
ed outdoor lighting ordinances. The ordi-
nances have multiple objectives, including
reducing skyglow to preserve views of the
night sky, cutting down on glare, and
reducing energy consumption.

According to Dr. Steve Pauley, who
helped put together the Ketchum ordi-
nance, one of its key features is the
requirement that new municipal street
lighting use “full cutoff” fixtures, prevent-
ing light from being emitted above “the 90
degree plane of a horizontal fixture.” As
Pauley notes, “by shining shielded light
straight down onto the target that needs

lighting, one can often reduce the wattage
of a lamp by 30 to 40 percent.”

Hailey followed in Ketchum’s footsteps.
As Hailey planning director Kathy Grotto
put it, “We had the full support of our
Planning & Zoning Commission and our
City Council, and also the support of the
majority of citizens and business owners.”
As to the future, Grotto notes that “Blaine
County and other cities in the county are
also considering outdoor lighting ordi-
nances, so we hope to one day have valley-
wide regulations so we can continue to
walk outside of our homes at night and see
the Milky Way!”

Perhaps the most comprehensive
approach to energy savings through better
street lighting can be found in Calgary’s
“EnviroSmart Streetlights” project. This
Canadian city is retrofitting most of its
37,500 street lights on residential and col-
lector streets with new, lower wattage, flat-
lens fixtures.

Public safety is a key consideration.
While less light will be emitted from each
street light, the city believes the new fix-
tures will decrease glare, “increasing visi-
bility by directing light onto the roadway
and preventing it from shining into the
eyes of motorists.” Street lighting will con-
tinue to meet minimum Illuminating
Engineering Society guidelines. Some
street lights will not immediately be
changed, including those in front of parks
and playgrounds.

When the $6.6 million dollar project is
completed later this year, Calgary expects
to benefit from substantial electric savings,
on the order of $2 million per year –
enabling it to recoup the costs of installing
the new fixtures within four years. Anoth-
er important benefit will be lower carbon
dioxide emissions (as much as 16,000
tons/year) from reduced demand on the
city’s gas and coal-burning generators.

14 The relationship between density and the “costs of
sprawl” is a complex and controversial field of
research, well beyond the scope of this article. Suffice
it to say that most researchers have found a relation-
ship between higher density and reduced infrastruc-
ture costs. For the most comprehensive recent
research, see The Costs of Sprawl-2000, prepared by
the national Transportation Research Board in 2002
(TCRP Report 74).

15 For more on energy-efficient building design: U.S.
Dept. of Energy’s High Performance Buildings:
<www.eere.energy.gov/buildings/highperformance/>;
U.S. EPA’s Energy Star: <www.energystar.gov>; and
the U.S. Green Buildings Council’s LEED web site:
<www.usgbc.org>.

Energy Conservation 
& Community Planning
continued from previous page



ated projects that have proposed to
incorporate green site design and build-
ing practices, such as green roofs and
bioswales (engineered storm drainage
areas that incorporate native plantings
and other techniques to slow volume,
increase absorption and improve water
quality).

Douglas, Wyoming (population
5,288) adopted the new International
Family of Codes in 2003, including the
Energy Conservation Code which con-
tains provisions focusing on building
design using renewable energy sources.
Also, the Douglas City Hall recently
underwent an Environmental Protection
Agency energy audit, in an effort to lead
by example. Mike Roy, Douglas’ commu-
nity development director, reports that
City Hall is close to qualifying as “Energy
Star” compliant. Finally, the city has part-
nered with the Converse Area New
Development Organization to develop a
new business park to make the most of
renewable energy in site design and
building construction.

Greenwood County, South Carolina
(population 66,271), adopted an Energy
Conservation Element as part of its com-
prehensive plan in May 2004, the first
county in the state to do so. The plan-
ning process was funded by a $20,000
grant from the South Carolina Energy
Office. A multi-disciplinary, citizens
“Energy Planning Advisory Committee”

team to review the purchase and opera-
tion of city vehicles and other fuel-using
equipment; (2) establishing a 20 percent
“green incentive” to facilitate the pur-
chase of a “greener” product if it is with-
in 20 percent of low bid; (3) setting a
goal of a ten percent reduction in fuel use
in ten years; and (4) purchasing alterna-
tive fuel vehicles to make up at least ten
percent of annual vehicle purchases.
Meeting the ten-year goal of reducing
fuel use by ten percent will ultimately
result in saving the city more than
$40,000 a year.

The Ann Arbor Planning Commis-
sion’s efforts have focused on improving
environmental regulations in the site
design process, a by-product of which
happens to be energy conservation. A
multi-year effort was undertaken to
revise a variety of ordinances. 

This has led to changes that will:
decrease the amount of impervious sur-
face coverage for parking (resulting in
less petroleum-based asphalt being need-
ed); reduce the amount of storm water
runoff; and give greater weight to public
transit use. A series of strong natural fea-
tures protection measures have preserved
significant open space, wetlands, trees,
and woodlots, thereby moderating the
“heat island” effects of urban develop-
ment. Heat Islands, p. 6.

The planning commission has also
been supportive of those developer-initi-
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was formed to oversee the process. The
Committee adopted this vision state-
ment:

“The vision of the Greenwood County
Energy Conservation Element is to build a
sustainable future by infusing energy con-
servation principles into all aspects of com-
munity planning, strengthening our
long-term viability and quality of life
through a decreased reliance on non-renew-
able energy sources, increased economic
productivity and enhanced community
identity and livability.”

The energy plan contains comprehen-
sive information about generation, trans-
mission, and usage; trends and issues;
and opportunities to do better. It also sets
out detailed goals, objectives, and imple-
mentation strategies.

Phil Lindler, Greenwood’s planning
director, believes the plan will be a good
educational tool that will make it easier
to convince people to make energy-effi-
cient decisions, especially as they see
how energy conservation can save
money. But as Lindler notes, “conserving
energy is not just flipping off a light
switch, it’s how we live.” 

Greenwood County has also sought
to encourage cluster development by
allowing density in proposed cluster
developments to be based on the acreage
of the entire parcel (including portions of
the parcel which are undevelopable due

Buzzard’s Roost Dam hydroelectric facility on Lake Greenwood in Greenwood,
South Carolina. Hydro power is one issue addressed in the new energy element
of the county’s comprehensive plan. Nationwide, hydroelectric power is the
largest renewable energy source, generating 10 percent of the nation’s electricity.

Wind Turbines on Buffalo Ridge in western Minnesota. Use of wind energy,
while still a small portion of the nation’s energy supply, is rapidly growing as
wind turbines have become more efficient. In parts of the country, their siting
has been controversial, raising aesthetic and other concerns.
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or regulatory flexibility, for developers or
builders who incorporate solar roof tech-
nology in new buildings.

WHAT PLANNING
COMMISSIONS CAN DO

Planning commissions and planners
are uniquely positioned to promote an
integrated approach to energy conserva-
tion. Key areas where leadership may be
shown include:

• Establishing (or participating on)
broad-based committees or task forces to
look closely at the issue of energy conser-
vation, sponsor assessments of local
energy use, and develop policy recom-
mendations.

• Preparing comprehensive plan ele-
ments or chapters about energy conser-
vation, making sure they are integrated
with the rest of the comprehensive plan.

• Requiring capital improvement
plans, and working with operational
departments to include life cycle costs
when considering capital projects (that
is, factoring in the cost of producing,
maintaining, and replacing facilities, not
just the cost of acquisition, construction,
or installation).

• Developing ordinances that pro-
mote energy-conserving developments,
mixed use projects, and denser forms of
development.

• Streamlining administrative proce-
dures (and/or reducing fees) for energy-
efficient developments.

Energy Office. Solar Minnesota received
a U.S. Department of Energy grant to
provide technical and educational assis-
tance to local governments to remove
barriers to the use of solar energy and to
promote local incentives. Both cities will
adopt changes to their zoning ordinances
that recognize solar roof technology,
define what is allowed by right, and
establish appropriate regulations for cer-
tain facilities. The cities are also consid-
ering incentives, such as density bonuses
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Contacts & 
Additional Information: 
• City of Ann Arbor, Michigan: Dave
Konkle, energy coordinator,
dkonkle@ci.ann-arbor.mi.us.

• City of Douglas, Wyoming: Mike Roy,
community development director;
mroy@cityofdouglas.org.

• Greenwood County, South Carolina:
Phil Lindler, planning director;
phil@co.greenwood.sc.us.

• City of Hailey, Idaho: Kathy Grotto,
planning director;
Kathy.Grotto@haileycityhall.org.

• Cities of Minneapolis and Duluth,
Minnesota: Brian Ross, CR Planning,

bross@crplanning.com.

• Alliance for Climate Change:
<www.tenpercentchallenge.org>.

• Funders’ Network for Smart Growth
and Livable Communities:
<www.fundersnetwork.org>.

• International Dark Sky Association:
<www.darksky.org>. 

• Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED®) Green
Building Assessment System, U.S. Green
Building Council: <www.usgbc.org>.

• U.S. EPA’s Energy Star program for
buildings (including government
buildings): <www.energystar.gov>.

The 10% Challenge
By Karen Popek Hart, AICP

Reducing your own energy use is the
(relatively) easy part. Getting a lot of oth-
ers to do it to make a difference is more
difficult. The Alliance for Climate Action
(ACA) in Burlington, Vermont, estab-
lished the “10% Challenge” in 2002 to
motivate and help citizens and businesses
to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions
by ten percent by 2010. Through collabo-
ration with the City of Burlington and
other stakeholders, an ambitious reduc-
tion goal of 156,000 tons of carbon diox-
ide was set. To date, over 1,200
households and 70 businesses are partici-
pating in the program.

As one strategy to help achieve its
goal, the ACA has created an “emissions
inventory calculator” on its web site
(<www.tenpercentchallenge.org>) so 

people can measure reductions associated
with specific actions, such as replacing
old appliances or increasing recycling.
One local building material supplier, Gre-
gory Supply, reported it reduced electrical
consumption by 27 percent in three
months and reduced solid waste expenses
by ten percent – savings that go directly
to the bottom line.

According to Debra Sachs, the ACA’s
executive director and current president
of the Vermont Planners Association,
“Planners and decision-makers have sig-
nificant opportunities to reduce the rate
of build-up of atmospheric carbon diox-
ide through improved coordinated land
use planning, transportation and energy
policy.” She is heartened that more and
more U. S. communities are benefiting
from good policies. “The problem, how-
ever,” she acknowledges, “is not going
away anytime soon.”

A solar tracker on the roof of a parking garage in
Duluth, Minnesota.
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continued from previous page

to environmental constraints). Cluster
development saves on energy since, com-
pared to a comparably sized standard sub-
division, it requires less infrastructure.

Minneapolis (population 382,618)
and Duluth (population 86,918), Min-
nesota, are participants in Solar Minneso-
ta, an initiative coordinated by the State



Heat Islands 
As a desert community
located in The Valley of the

Sun, no one can be too surprised that it’s
hot during the summer in Tempe, Arizona. 
But Tom Oteri, a city planning and zoning
commissioner, points to a troubling sign: 
a 10.6 degree increase in the average daily
temperature since 1948. Long-time resi-
dents of the region also miss afternoon
rains that once showered the area. These
rains, Oteri notes, are diverted by an
increasing measure of ambient heat.

In a desert setting, the cycle in which
heat is retained during the day and
released back into the atmosphere at night
is dramatic. In Tempe, and throughout 
the Phoenix area, an expanding cover of
concrete, asphalt, and dark tile roofs has
interrupted this natural cycle.

Something can be done. Tempe has
completed a General Plan for 2030 that
includes a performance section on ambient
heat and heat island issues. The city’s new
draft zoning ordinance also calls for devel-
opments to “mitigate heat gain and reten-
tion” by providing “shade for energy
conservation and comfort [as] an integral
part of the design.”

A number of municipalities (and utili-
ties) across the country have developed
tree planting programs designed to pro-
mote energy savings. One of the most
extensive is run by the Sacramento Munic-
ipal Utilities District, which reports up 
to 40 percent savings on air conditioning
bills from well-placed trees, once mature.
Working with the Sacramento Tree 
Foundation, the District has provided
more than 312,000 free trees, and related
supplies, to over 70,000 residential and
business customers.

SUMMING UP:
The amount of energy we consume is

enormous. As the supply of fossil fuel
sources dwindles, and the cost of recov-
ering, producing, and distributing energy
from them continues to increase, many
communities are realizing the need to
reduce their energy usage. Local govern-
ments set land use policies, and make
land use decisions, that have a direct
effect on energy consumption. Invest 
the time to examine your community’s
policies and practices to see where

• Requiring site or subdivision layouts
to preserve natural features, minimize
infrastructure, include open space, and
accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists.

• Finding ways to increase recycling
or reuse of wastewater, storm water, and
solid waste.

• Being an advocate with elected offi-
cials and developers for energy conserva-
tion – and seeing that the municipality
“leads by example,” by making sure pub-
lic buildings and facilities are designed to
be energy-efficient.
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Getting Started
As with many community planning

initiatives, broad-based participation is
essential in developing effective and
implementable strategies for energy con-
servation. The Rocky Mountain Institute
has published the Community Energy
Workbook: A Guide to Building a Sustain-
able Economy, which outlines a thought-
ful approach to this. The following is
condensed from their Workbook.

1. Build an Energy Steering Commit-
tee to lead the effort. In addition to inter-
ested citizens, seek participants from
organizations that represent your entire
community’s interests, such as business
and environmental groups, building
industry leaders, neighborhood or com-
munity organizations, local government,
and others. Be sure to include representa-
tives of major energy producers, distribu-
tors, and consumers, such as: local gas
and electric utilities; the school district,
university or college, hospital, or other
institutional entities; and your local tran-
sit provider.

2. Put the committee to work to get
the rest of the community involved and
put energy efficiency on the community
agenda. Gather information on local 
energy usage and determine its impact on
the economy and environment. Line up
resources to support your work: a small
budget; a program coordinator; meeting
space; and meeting facilitators.

3. Mobilize the community for energy
planning by holding a community meet-
ing. Conduct an outreach campaign to
publicize your plans so as to increase
attendance at committee meetings and

workshops, and participation in the ener-
gy program. Present the local energy pic-
ture, share proven alternatives and
community success stories, and ask citi-
zens to join task forces.

4. Create a manageable number of
task forces to address energy-related
issues in particular sectors, such as resi-
dential, commercial, and municipal.

5. Bring it all together. Convene all
the task forces to present each group’s
energy plan. Discuss the plans and merge
them into one plan. Identify the first steps
needed to turn the plan into action.

6. Turn the plan into action. Build
momentum with early successes by
selecting one or two simple, short-term
projects and completing them immediate-
ly. Keep energy issues on the community
agenda by putting success stories in the
local media, designating someone to
monitor the progress of projects, and
sending updates to workshop partici-
pants. Focus on efforts that will make a
significant, long-term difference in the
community.

7. Anchor the plan within local orga-
nizations. Communities with the most
successful ongoing energy projects have a
local organization whose mission is to
improve local energy conditions. [The
Workbook contains information on the
characteristics such an organization
should have to be successful].

The above excerpts are based on the
Community Energy Workbook: A Guide 
to Building a Sustainable Economy:
<www.rmi.org/store/p12details2122.php>.
Copyright 1995. Used with permission from
Rocky Mountain Institute: <www.rmi.org>.

opportunities to promote energy conser-
vation may exist. ◆

Karen Popek Hart has

been a professional planner

for 23 years in a variety 

of environmentally sensi-

tive, culturally diverse,

high-growth communities. 

During the past 12 years,

she served as the planning

director of Ann Arbor,

Michigan.
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Facts & Stories
by Bill McKibben

If one was imagining the great-
est gift you could give any com-
munity to prepare it for this
century, it would almost certain-
ly be figuring out ways to let it
live with less energy. That’s
because the trend lines become
clearer each day: the great and
overriding question of the next
hundred years will be figuring
out how to ratchet down sharply
our use of fossil fuel.

Why? Two reasons.
One, we’re running out of cer-

tain kinds of energy. Oil seems
to be nearing its production
peak. After that we’ll begin a
long and not-so-slow decline in
oil availability. Which will mean
permanently high prices – much
higher than those we’ve already
seen.

But cheap energy has
underwritten our land-
scape more than anything
else. Big and isolated hous-
es are possible only with
cheap and plentiful elec-
tricity, and sprawl is clearly
a direct function of the fact
that automobile travel is inex-
pensive and ubiquitous. Neither
should be taken for granted
going forward.

If nothing else, most of the
replacement fuels – solar, wind,
and so forth – are far more dif-
fuse than what we burn now.
Nature has spent millions of
years concentrating ancient 
sunlight into dense, compact
chunks of coal or pockets of oil.
Its energy intensity is extremely
high. Solar power, on the other
hand, is in steady supply – but
you have to collect a lot of it.
The panels covering my rooftop

Two, even if we had ample
supplies of fossil fuel (and in 
the case of coal, unfortunately,
we do) we can’t afford to keep
burning them. The environmen-
tal costs are so enormous – the
consensus prediction of the
world’s climatologists is that
continuing to combust fossil
fuels at present rates would raise
the planet’s temperature on the
order of five degrees Fahrenheit
by century’s end. That would
make it warmer than it’s been
since before the beginning of
primate evolution.

What does that have to do
with communities? There are
many reasons that our towns
look the way they do, ranging
from what some anthropologists
posit as an inbred predilection
for grassy savanna to what some
historians consider an American
imperative towards elbow room.
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The Coming 
Post Carbon Age
by David Room

For more than a century the
United States has relied on ready
access to cheap energy supplies.
Geology, however, will soon be
driving a process that will
require Americans to drastically
refocus away from our current
reliance on relatively cheap oil
and gas.

Oil and gas do not sit in
underground caverns. They are
trapped in gaps in certain types
of rocks. This is a critical point,
because it means that oil and gas

fields do not simply drain
out as from a tank, but
generally follow a bell-
shaped pattern of rising to
a peak of production and
then falling away. While oil
will still be pumped into
the foreseeable future, it
will be in increasingly smaller
quantities, and at rising prices.

Alarm bells first sounded in
the 1970s with various oil and
gas shocks, and there was talk of
“running out.” But the urgency
was subsequently quelled by sig-
nificant discoveries in Alaska
and the North Sea; extraction
was a matter of engineering –
very difficult, but possible.

As we begin the 21st century,
the situation has changed.
Unlike the 1970s, we have
found no new huge oil or gas
reserves – in fact the North Sea
was the last such major find.
Worse still, the world oil pro-
duction rate is now six times the
current discovery rate. To

The changing world of oil is reflect-
ed in a 1910 postcard of a gusher
(not uncommon in the early years of
the U.S. oil industry) in Beaumont,
Texas, perhaps at the famous Spin-
dle Top oil field, birthplace of the
modern petroleum industry. 

American workers about to cap a
gusher in an Iraqi oil field. Oil pro-
duction peaked in the U.S. in the
late 1960s. Today, America imports
over half its oil, much from Middle
Eastern and North African Arab
countries which hold between 68
and 70 percent of world oil reserves.
PHOTO OF RUMAILA OIL FIELD, IRAQ (MAR. 29, 2003), BY PFC. MARY

ROSE XENIKAKIS, 22ND MOBILE PUBLIC AFFAIRS DETACHMENT,

U.S. ARMY.

I N S I G H T S :  E N E R G Y  T R E N D S  &  L A N D  U S E

WE HAD LOTS OF OIL
WHEN WE STARTED

BUILDING SUBURBS. BUT
WE DON’T ANYMORE.

CHEAP ENERGY HAS
UNDERWRITTEN OUR

LANDSCAPE MORE THAN
ANYTHING ELSE.

do a good job – but there’s noth-
ing like the absolutely endless
reservoir of energy that lies “in
the grid.” As for cars, most
researchers now think that the
hydrogen revolution is a long
long long ways away –technical
problems lead most to forecast
that we won’t have more than
five percent of vehicles fueled by
hydrogen in 2030. Most of us
will be trying to make smaller
cars go shorter distances.

Another way of saying all this
is, we’d be much better off if
we’d built Europe instead of the
U.S. There, cities continue to be
powerful magnets, attracting

underline how different times 
are now, leading energy invest-
ment banker Matthew Simmons
(CEO of Simmons & Co.)
believes that Saudi Arabia – the
world’s largest oil exporter – has
reached a plateau in its oil pro-
duction, and that decline is
imminent. The same may well
be true for the rest of the Middle
East.

When global oil production
will peak is debatable, and will
only be known for certain after
it occurs. Princeton geologist
(and professor emeritus) Ken-
neth Deffeyes believes we have
already passed the peak for con-
ventional oil that is easily and
economically extractable. Colin
Campbell of the Association for 



instead of repelling settlement.
Outlying suburbs tend to be
much more tightly clustered,
with zoning and land use policy
forcing average densities three
and four times the American
average. One cause/result is that
houses are half the size, on aver-
age. (That is to say, houses are
about the size they were in this
country in 1970, the perfectly
adequate houses we all grew up
in). Another cause/result is that
cars are less important. Thus the
two great sources of energy use
(and carbon dioxide emissions)
are simultaneously checked. 

On average, a European uses
half the energy that an American
does. In an expensive energy
world, that is, they will have
a remarkable comparative
advantage. And yet does any-
one want to argue that their
lives are somehow less digni-

1960s and has been sliding ever
since. (Even if we recklessly
plundered the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge we’d add at best
five months worth of world con-
sumption). It’s too late to pre-
vent the sprawl that has already
occurred, but not too late to
keep the next round from hap-
pening – to emphasize infill and
higher density.

Steps like these would recog-
nize that the stories we like to
tell ourselves – Americans as
frontier people, wanting elbow
room, and so on – are just sto-
ries, and out of date ones at that.
They can’t compete with real
facts: the oil fields are increas-

fied, elegant, or civilized? In
fact, most of the data about sat-
isfaction would suggest just the
opposite: Europeans take great
pleasure in the shared public
spaces of their communities,
and in the sense of neighborli-
ness that they build.

To some extent, Europe’s form
has actually been shaped by
thinking about energy. With few
domestic sources, fossil fuels
have always been heavily taxed
– $2 a gallon gasoline would be
cheap in any of the EU coun-
tries. We had lots of oil when we
started building suburbs. But we
don’t anymore – American ener-
gy production peaked in the late
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ingly pumped out, the molecu-
lar structure of carbon dioxide
traps heat that would otherwise
radiate back out to space. Plan-
ning is an attempt to put a story
about who we are and what we
want to be into law and regula-
tion; it would be very helpful if
that story reflected what geolo-
gists and chemists and physi-
cists were telling us about the
actual operation of the planet. ◆

Bill McKibben is a writer, teacher,
and environmentalist. His book,
The End of Nature (published in
1989) was one the first to warn
about global warming. Winner of
the prestigious Lannan Award for
nonfiction writing, McKibben is

visiting scholar in
environmental studies at
Middlebury College,
Vermont.

the Study of Peak Oil and
Gas and Ali Samsam
Bakhtiari of the National
Iranian Oil Company, using
separate calculations, both
predict oil production will
peak in 2006. Many other
geologists also predict peak
oil within a decade.1 Experts
also indicate that natural gas
production will peak only about
a decade behind oil.2

Once peak production has
occurred, the trend will inex-
orably be towards diminishing
oil and gas supplies. At the same
time, current trends show con-
tinued growth in demand. Pru-
dence requires that our nation,

including those involved in land
use planning, seriously consider
the possibility that oil and gas
will be peaking in the near
future.

If we don’t start to plan for
diminishing oil and gas, the
results will be disastrous. Essen-
tial systems such as food, elec-
tricity, health care, and
transportation – the foundation
of our industrial civilization –
are now dependent on unfet-
tered access to cheap oil and
natural gas. Industrial agricul-
ture, for example, relies upon
natural-gas derived fertilizers,
oil-based pesticides, oil-inten-

sive transport, and plastic pack-
aging.

Most future initiatives to stave
off an energy meltdown will
need to be led from the local
level – where most energy con-
sumption actually occurs. “Relo-
calization” will likely be a key
strategy. That is the process by
which communities and regions
focus on developing local pro-
duction of food, energy, and
other essentials. As James
Howard Kunstler, the author of
The Geography of Nowhere puts
it, “the 3000 mile Caesar salad
will be much less palatable
when oil is $100 a barrel.”

As the evidence
mounts, it will
become easier to make
the case for serious
change. However, it is
essential that we begin
preparations now.
“The starting is very
important,” says Jaime
Lerner, the driving

force behind the city of Curitiba,
Brazil’s (population 2.4 million),
emergence as the world’s most
ecological city. “If you wait until
you have all the answers, you
will never start.” ◆

Dave Room is Communications
Director for the Post Carbon
Institute, a non-profit that is
focusing on the impact the decline of
non-renewable resources will have
on economies and governance
structures. Room holds a Masters in
Engineering-Economic Systems
from Stanford University. For more
on the Post Carbon Institute, go to:
< www.postcarbon.org>.

1 The principal exception is the U.S.
Geological Survey, which predicts
peaking in 2037. But even this peak
year is not too distant, given the long
lead times needed for making major
changes in energy supply and con-
sumption patterns.

2 See, e.g., David Goodstein, “The End
of the Age of Oil,” Caltech News (2004,
Vol. 38, No. 2). 




